Procedures being in force for publishing process
in „Annuals of Civil Engineering”

Rules of submitting articles, conflict of interest and copyright

- Authors submitting articles do not bear the costs related with their reviewing and publication.
- Only scientific works can be submitted to the editorial board of Annuals of Civil Engineering that are original, never before published, and meet the ethical standards accepted in the scientific community.
- The submitted article should correspond to the profile of the Annuals, ie. it must relate to scientific issues of civil engineering.
- Article submission to Annuals of Civil Engineering is synonymous with consent of the authors of the article to the rules and procedures that are valid in the publishing process of the journal and described on the website www.kib-pan.katowice.po.opole.pl
- Article submission to Annuals of Civil Engineering is synonymous with the consent of the authors of the article to the processing of their personal data by the editorial board of the journal to the extent necessary to conduct the publishing process of the submitted work.
- The article should be written in Polish or English and must be written in accordance with the template published on the journal’s website.
- The editorial board reserves the right to make linguistic corrections in the text of the submitted article.
- The authors retain copyrights to the manuscripts of their articles, and all articles published in Annuals of Civil Engineering are distributed under the Creative Commons License – Attribution 3.0 Poland (CC BY 3.0 PL) (detailed text of the license is published on the website https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/pl/).
- The use of trade names, trademarks, general descriptive names, etc. in the text of the article submitted to Annuals of Civil Engineering does not mean that these names are not protected by relevant legal provisions. The author submitting the article to the Annuals is responsible for having the rights and securing any legal conditions required to publish this article when copyrighted material is used therein.
- Although the information, data and advices contained in the articles published in the Annuals of Civil Engineering are considered to be true and accurate on the date of publication, neither the authors nor editors nor the publisher can accept any legal responsibility for any errors or omissions that may be made in the text of the article. The publisher of the Annuals does not give any guarantees with respect to the materials contained in the published text of the article.
- Conflict of interest occurs when the data and information contained in an article may be perceived as affecting the neutrality or objectivity of this publication. Therefore, the authors of the article submitted to Annuals of Civil Engineering are responsible for this that the publication of this article does not cause the conflict of interest. If the article is written by more than one author, then the author submitting the article to the Annuals is
fully responsible also for this that co-authorship of other persons does not cause the conflict of interest.

- The authors of the article submitted to Annals of Civil Engineering must declare clearly whether the information and data contained therein have been obtained thanks to external sources of funding or specially designated authors’ employer funds and whether third parties, other than the authors, were involved in the creation of the article.

**Reviewing procedure**

Description of the reviewing process for scientific articles is placed on the bookmark of the journal’s website "Reviewing procedure".